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Summary
One of the greatest challenges of humanoid robotics is to provide a robotic systems
with autonomous and dextrous skills. Dextrous manipulation skills, for personal
and service robots in unstructured environments, are of fundamental importance, in
order to accomplish manipulation tasks in human-like ways and to realize a proper
and safe cooperation between humans and robots.
The contributions presented in this thesis are aimed at modeling and controlling
multi-fingered robotic hands with soft covers for manipulation tasks. The control
issue of a hand-arm robotic system involved in grasping tasks, which can interact
with the environment or a human, is also addressed.
A port-Hamiltonian model of a multi-fingered robotic hand, with soft-pads on
the finger tips, grasping an object has been developed. The port-Hamiltonian frame-
work is based on the description of systems in terms of energy variables, and their
interconnection in terms of power ports. Any physical systems can be described
by a set of elements storing kinetic or potential energy, a set of energy dissipating
elements, and a set of power ports interconnected by power preserving intercon-
nections. The viscoelastic behavior of the contact is described in terms of energy
storage and dissipation. Using the concept of power ports, the dynamics of the
hand, the contact, and the object are described. The algebraic constraints of the in-
terconnected systems are represented by a geometric object, called Dirac structure.
This provides a powerful way to describe the non-contact to contact transition and
contact viscoelasticity, by using the concept of energy flows and power preserving
interconnections. Using the port based model, an Intrinsically Passive Controller
(IPC) is used to control the internal forces and the motion of the object.
In grasping tasks, in the case that also interaction with the environment or a
human is involved, the control issue of a hand-arm robotic system, is addressed. The
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control law adopted for the arm is a compliance object-level control, which aims to
reduce the interaction forces. The control action is based on the reconstruction of
the external load applied to the object, using the force sensors measurement at the
fingertips. Force sensing is also used to compute in real time the desired contact
forces, able to guarantee the stability of the grasp. The regulation of the grasping
forces is in charge of the hand control.
In detail, the contents of the thesis are organized as follows.
• Chapter 1 provides an introduction on grasping and manipulation applica-
tions in the context of advanced robotics where the robot has to operate in
unstructured environment. Here the relevance of dexterous manipulation skills
in performing many different tasks is emphasized. The framework of the re-
search work in this section is introduced, i.e., the activities in the European
project DEXMART. A brief description of the research objectives and the key
innovations carried out within the DEXMART project are given.
• Chapter 2 contains an overview on the relations between the designing features
of a robotic hand and its anthropomorphism and dexterity. Then the robotic
hand built within the DEXMART project is introduced. A detailed description
of the mechanical structure and of the actuation system by means of tendons
is provided. Moreover, the kinematics, the statics and the dynamics of the
hand are derived. The control structure and the control of the interaction in
presence of soft contact is analyzed.
• Chapter 3 presents a port-Hamiltonian model of a multi-fingered robotic hand,
with soft-pads, while grasping and manipulating an object. An introduction
to the port-based formulation is provided. For the validation of the model, a
simple example modeled in 20-sim simulation software is considered. Simula-
tion results are presented to validate the model and to show the behavior of
the system when an IPC based controller is applied.
• In Chapter 4 the control issue of a hand-arm robotic system involved in grasp-
ing tasks, which can interact with the environment or a human, is addressed.
An introduction on the combined control of hand-arm systems is given. The
proposed control action is based on the reconstruction of the forces applied
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to the object, using the measurement at the fingertips, in order to obtain a
compliant behavior of the arm and to reduce the interaction forces. A de-
tailed simulation model of the robotic hand has been developed with the aim
of testing the control strategies, using the SimMechanics toolbox of MAT-
LAB. Simulation tests in MATLAB/SimMechanics environment demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
• Chapter 5 contains concluding remarks and proposals for further investiga-
tions.

Chapter 1
Introduction
Dextrous manipulation skills, for personal and service robots in unstructured envi-
ronments, are of fundamental importance in performing different tasks, in order to
accomplish tasks in human-like ways and to realize a proper and safe cooperation
between humans and robots. The robot of the future must be thought of heaving
human excellence.
1.0.1 Grasping and manipulation in advanced robotics
The robots currently on the market are used mainly in industrial applications. The
industrial automation systems, in which most of the robots are used today, have
characteristics of highly structured work environments. For this kind of applications,
that do not require great features of autonomy, the technology can be considered
now mature [17].
More recently, the interest of researchers has gradually moved toward a different
type of robot: the robot called ”advanced” or ”autonomous.” Advanced robotics
is the science of robots with enhanced characteristics of autonomy, which work in
unstructured or poorly structured environments, where there is also interaction with
humans.
An industrial robot is basically a robotic manipulator that can take different
positions and, equipped with a tool, can perform different operations with a pre-
programmed movement through a computer and a series of motors. These manip-
ulators, operating in a completely known environment, have a limited capability of
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adaptation, through sensors, to the changes of the surrounding environment. In
unstructured environments, which characterize the everyday life of human beings,
performing a task, where the robot replaces humans or works in cooperation with
them, can be very difficult and, above all, can not be planned a priori.
Indeed, if the working environment is not known, it is not possible to plan the
action in detail, but only to give to the robot a ”mission” to accomplish, providing
maximum information on how the environment will be ”changeable”.
In addition the robot has to be equipped with a large number of sensors to
directly acquire all the information necessary to operate, for example, to know
where it is positioned in relation to a map, if there are fixed or moving obstacles in
its path, where is the exact locations to be achieved, where are the dangerous areas,
such as stairs. It must also have the ability to exploit and process this information
in an intelligent way.
This problem is not simple and is related to the cognitive level of the robot, in
the field of artificial intelligence. It is evident that, in order to finally use the robots
in human environments, it should be considered that the cognitive and control level
and the development of new technologies are aspects that influence each other.
The next generation of robots will coexist with humans and will interact with
us physically. Recently, the 7th EU Research Framework Programme has been
introduced, supporting research on the development and construction of robotic
systems and other artificial cognitive systems than can process and interpret various
kinds of sensor data, and act autonomously towards achieving goals, in dynamic
real-life environments [27].
The growing interest on robotic hands and robotic manipulation is because the
next generation of robots will interact with people directly, and dexterous manipu-
lation skills are necessary for this purpose. Domains of direct interaction are:
• Elderly-dominated society in industrialized countries.
• Desire of automatizing common daily tasks in homes and offices.
• Unmanned warfare with human augmentation.
• Assistance in heavy industrial jobs.
• Applications in hostile environments.
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• People with disabilities and rehabilitation assistance.
• Medical and surgical applications.
• Entertainment and leisure applications.
• Aerospace applications.
Furthermore, the interest on manipulation is also due to recent studies about
the relation between the intelligence of human beings and hands.
Nowadays, neuroscience, anthropology and philosophy converge in considering
the activity of hand and touch as essential in the development of superior cognitive
faculties like memory, imagination, language [47].
The hand has had a major role in the evolution of man. In fact, being able to
use tools, humans have enabled a relationship to the world different from that of
animals. Relationship between hand and mind, the two most distinguished features
of humans among animals, has been discussed by the great philosophers since ancient
times [11]. It is because humans had dexterous hands that they became intelligent,
or the other way around?
Certainly the embodied characteristics of the human hand, like the motors, the
sensors, the sensorimotor transformations and the constraints, influence learning
process, behavior, skills and cognitive functions, since human beings do not use
hands only for grasping or manipulating objects but also for exploration, touch,
perception of physical properties.
Therefore, the hand has a major role in the development and expansion of in-
telligence. On the other side, intellectual ability affect and determine the skill with
which the hand is used.
There has been a revolution recently in neuroscience that concerns the syner-
gies [54], which are a kind of alphabet with which our hands work and organize
movements and that can be exploited to make a progress in technology.
Possible future applications for research related to those studies are prosthetic
devices, robot hands that come into our homes and that may be more useful if
they are capable hands, and finally haptic interfaces, i.e. interfaces that allow our
hands to feel those feelings that feel the avatars in virtual reality in which they are
immersed.
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Therefore, if we want the robot to be part of our world, working with people and
replacing them, where it is needed, we need robot manipulation capabilities similar
to those of human beings. To make robots able to enter in this world of complex
functions, we must understand how the relationship between the hand and the
development of the intelligence is expressed. This can be a big step forward in the
study and development of cognitive robotics. This study is part of the ”Evolutionary
Robotics”. Relying on more or less autonomous and intelligent robots offers safe
improvement of human life and an improvement in society, both in terms of quality
and efficiency. This is one of most critical issues in the design of robotic systems, and
involve hight cognitive level and the control modalities, as well as the mechanical
structure, the kinematic configuration, the actuation and sensing system.
The cognitive and control level and the development of new technologies are
aspects that influence each other and will contribute to dexterous and autonomous
manipulation capabilities of dual-arm/hand robotic systems.
The bio-mimetic approach is the preferred choice both for advanced actuation
and sensing systems in order to make a robotic arm/hand system approaching the
human in functionality and aesthetics.
This perspective moves inevitably a number of ethical issues. For this reason
was born a new discipline, ”Roboethics”, which deals with problems related to
the acceptability of this new technology. The presence of robots in homes and
workplaces as well as improve operations, will inevitably lead to a change in habits
and lifestyle.
For these reasons, comes the need for an ethic that inspires the design, produc-
tion and use of robots, taking into account the cultural, historical, and customs of
different peoples and cultures. These are things that scientists can not and should
not ignore. In this regard the ”Roboethics” is a useful tool to sensitize robotics
researchers towards their responsibilities to society [63], [22].
1.0.2 Motivation and thesis contribution
Since the next generation of robots will interact with people directly, the interest
on the implementation of artificial systems to replicate the manipulating ability of
the human hand is growing among researchers.
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”Dexterity” and ”anthropomorphism” are the main issues involved in the design
and use of a robotic hand.
Dexterity denotes the capability of the end-effector to autonomously perform
tasks with a certain level of complexity. Anthropomorphism denotes the capability
of a robotic end-effector to mimic the human hand in terms shape, size, aesthetic.
Those notion are widely discussed in the literature [11].
Besides the dexterity or the anthropomorphism, a desirable feature in the design
of a robotic end-effector is the ”integration”. A right integration between mechanical
parts, sensors and electronics systems and control algorithms is one of the most
important concepts in the design of robotic devices in order to achieve structural
simplification, increase of reliability, and drop of costs, moreover the dexterity and
the functional capabilities of robot hands are the result of the integration of those
contributions.
The kinematical configuration and the sensory equipment determine a potential
dexterity intrinsically related to the hand structure. The potential dexterity of such
a complex structure can be wasted if proper actuation or sensory system are not
adopted and suitable control procedures are not implemented.
The emulation of the characteristics of humans, like soft tissues, the compliant
behavior and structure, requires non-conventional approaches to the system design.
Moreover, the definition of the kinematic structure of the hand and of the fingers,
the design of new types of sensors (position, force, torque, tactile) and their inte-
gration within the hand, the design of new actuators have an important role on the
development of a new generation of dexterous robotic hands.
Integration concerns also the relation between the hand and the rest of the
robotic system [?]. With the term of ”modular hands” one consider the hand as
an independent device to be applied at the end of an arm, the same hand can be
applied to any kind of arm (i.e. the DLR Hands [14], the Barret Hand [24], the
Salisbury’s hand [53]). In the ”integrated design hands” the hand is considered a
non-separable part of the arm, deeply integrated with it, reproducing the biological
model,(i.e. the Robonaut hand [2], the UB Hand [41]).
Control algorithms strictly depends on the mechanical structure and on the sen-
sors available, viceversa, the use of suitable control strategies allows to use in a smart
way the intrinsic properties of the hand, both for manipulation and for interaction
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with the environment, especially in cooperating task with humans. The control
of the hand must ensure the application of suitable contact forces on the object
through the fingers, able to held and move the object without slipping, reorienting
it with respect to the palm or balancing the forces exchanged with the environment
or humans.
The contributions presented in this thesis are aimed at modeling and controlling
multi-fingered robotic hands with soft covers for manipulation tasks. The control is-
sue of a hand-arm robotic system involved in grasping tasks, which can interact with
the environment or a human, is also addressed. Due to the influence of mechanical
parts, sensors and electronics systems in controlling a robotic hand, an overview
on the relations between the designing features of a robotic hand and its anthro-
pomorphism and dexterity is provided in Chapter 2. Since the framework of my
activity is DEXMART, a large-scale integrating project which is funded under the
European Community’s 7th Framework Programme, the control issues addressed
in my research are based on the characteristic of the robotic hand built within the
DEXMART project [46]. ”DEXMART” is an acronym and stands for ”DEXterous
and autonomous dual-arm/hand robotic manipulation with sMART sensory-motor
skills: A bridge from natural to artificial cognition”.
The DEXMART project has the ambition to fill the gap between the use of
robots in industrial environments and the use of future robots in everyday human
and unstructured environments. The realization of a dexterous and autonomous
dual-arm/hand manipulation system is still an open research issue. Bimanual ma-
nipulation is such a complex task combining different strategies, constraints, goals,
advanced sensing and actuating technologies, requiring new concepts and design of
artificial cognitive systems.
A detailed description of the new hand developed by DEXMART research con-
sortium, known as UB Hand III, and the mechanical structure and actuation system
by means of tendons is provided in the second part of Chapter 2 [5], [12], [8]. More-
over, the kinematics, the statics and the dynamics of the hand are derived and the
control of the interaction in presence of soft contact is analyzed [9].
The modelling aspects concerning the interaction of the fingers with a manip-
ulated object is addressed in Chapter 3. In detail, a port-Hamiltonian model of
a multi-fingered robotic hand, with soft-pads, while grasping and manipulating an
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object [25] is presented. An introduction to the port-based formulation and to the
advantages of using this framework is provided. For the validation of the model,
a simple example modeled in 20-sim simulation software is considered. Simulation
results are presented to validate the model and to show the behavior of the system
when an IPC based controller is applied. The port-Hamiltonian framework is based
on the description of systems in terms of energy variables, and their interconnection
in terms of power ports. Any physical systems can be described by a set of elements
storing kinetic or potential energy, a set of energy dissipating elements, and a set
of power ports interconnected by power preserving interconnections. The viscoelas-
tic behavior of the contact is described in terms of energy storage and dissipation.
Using the concept of power ports, the dynamics of the hand, the contact, and the
object are described. The algebraic constraints of the interconnected systems are
represented by a geometric object, called Dirac structure. This provides a powerful
way to describe the non-contact to contact transition and contact viscoelasticity, by
using the concept of energy flows and power preserving interconnections.
The control issue of a hand-arm robotic system, in the case that interaction of
the grasped object with the environment or a human is involved, is addressed in
Chapter 4 [26]. An introduction with a state of the art on the combined control of
hand-arm systems is given. The control law adopted for the arm is a compliance
object-level control, which aims to reduce the interaction forces. The control action
is based on the reconstruction of the external load applied to the object, using the
force sensors measurement at the fingertips in order to obtain a compliant behavior
of the arm and to reduce the interaction forces. Force sensing is also used to compute
in real time the desired contact forces, able to guarantee the stability of the grasp.
The regulation of the grasping forces is in charge of the hand control. A detailed
simulation model of the robotic hand has been developed with the aim of testing
the control strategies, using the SimMechanics toolbox of MATLAB. Simulation
tests in MATLAB/SimMechanics environment demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Finally, in Chapter 5 concluding remarks and proposals for
further investigations are provided.

Chapter 2
Robot Hands
The development of anthropomorphic robotic hands with high level of dexterity
and mobility raises large number of technological issues. The emulation of the
characteristics of humans, like soft tissues, the compliant behavior and structure,
requires non-conventional approaches to the system design. Moreover, the definition
of the kinematic structure of the hand and of the fingers, the design of new types of
sensors (position, force, torque, tactile) and their integration within the hand, the
design of new actuators with specified capabilities in terms of torques/velocities and
given dimensions have an important role on the development of a new generation of
dexterous robotic hands.
2.1 Overview on Robotic Hands
The designing features of a robotic hand are: number and kinematic configuration
of the fingers, anthropomorphic or non-anthropomorphic aspect, built-in or remote
actuation, transmission system (in case of remote actuation), sensor assignment,
integration with a carrying device (robot arm) and control [57]. ”Dexterity” and
”anthropomorphism” are the main issues involved in the design and use of a robotic
hand. Dexterity denotes the capability of the end-effector to autonomously perform
tasks with a certain level of complexity. Anthropomorphism denotes the capability
of a robotic end-effector to mimic the human hand in terms shape, size, aesthetic,
and is determined mainly by
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• kinematics;
• smoothness of the contact surface;
• size and correct size ratio between the links.
The dexterity is a measure of hand capability of changing the configuration of the
manipulated object from an initial configuration to a final one, arbitrarily chosen
within the device workspace and divided in two main areas, i.e. grasping and in-
ternal manipulation. Grasping is the capability of constraining objects in a fixed
hand configuration such as the object is fixed with respect to the hand. Internal
manipulation is a controlled motion of the grasped object in the hand workspace,
with the hand configuration changing with time. The factors affecting dexterity are:
• morphological features;
• sensory equipment;
• control algorithms;
• task planning strategies.
Those notion are widely discussed in the literature [11]. Besides the dexterity or the
anthropomorphism, a desirable feature in the design of a robotic end-effector is the
”integration”. A right integration between mechanical parts, sensors and electronics
systems and control algorithms is one of the most important concepts in the design
of robotic devices in order to achieve structural simplification, increase of reliability,
and drop of costs, moreover the dexterity and the functional capabilities of robot
hands are the result of the integration of those contributions. Integration concerns
also the relation between the hand and the rest of the robotic system, [7]. With
the term of ”modular hands” one consider the hand as an independent device to be
applied at the end of an arm, the same hand can be applied to any kind of arm (i.e.
the DLR Hands [14], the Barret Hand [31], the Salisbury’s hand [53]). In the ”inte-
grated design hands” the hand is considered a non-separable part of the arm, deeply
integrated with it, reproducing the biological model,(i.e. the Robonaut hand [2], the
UB Hand [41]). The kinematical configuration and the sensory equipment deter-
mine a potential dexterity intrinsically related to the hand structure. The potential
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Figure 2.1: Robotic prototype finger with the actuation module based on the twisted
string actuation.
dexterity of such a complex structure can be wasted if proper actuation or sen-
sory system are not adopted and suitable control procedures are not implemented.
Among the most known robotic hands one can mention in a chronological order: the
Okada Hand (1979) [45], the Stanford/JPL Hand (1983) [53], the Utah/Mit Hand
(1983) [24], the Barret Hand (1988) [65], [31], LMS Hand (1998) [30], the DIST Hand
(1998) [16], [32], the Robonaut Hand (1999) [33], [40], the Tokyo Hand (1999) [38],
the DLR-Hand II (2000) [14], the Tuat/Karlsruhe Hand (2000) [28], the Ultralight
Hand (2000) [55], the Gifu Hand (2001) [37], the Shadow Hand (2002) [34], the UB
Hand III (2010) [5].
2.2 DEXMART UB Hand III
The tendon-driven robotic hand, UB Hand III, biologically inspired has been devel-
oped by UNIBO. The finger structure is realized by means of a fast prototyping, 3D
printing process.
Apart from the sensors and electronics, the finger is entirely composed by
Fullcurer720. The great flexibility of the construction method allows to design
the finger joints and the tendon pathways inside the phalanges structure with a
level of precision and complexity difficult to obtain by means of conventional man-
ufacturing. Tendons are the medium for transmitting forces in the new robotic
hand designed by UNIBO; this choice has been motivated by the easier mechanical
production and assembly procures respect to the employment of other transmission
methods. Along with these advantages, the use of tendons causes some undesired
effects as non linear frictional phenomena and plasticity.
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2.2.1 Frictional phenomena
Despite the benefits achieved in terms of compactness, integration and simplified
assembly, as a drawback, the mechanical structure is affected by a significant friction
on both tendons and joints. Frictional phenomena on the joints are due to the
relative movement of two circular parts, one concave and the other convex, of two
subsequent link pairs. Moreover, tendon force transmission is affected by friction
losses, due to the sliding of tendons along their pathways. Due to the relevance of
these phenomena, a significant effort has been dedicated to model them. Friction is a
complex phenomena which is not easy to model. In [49] the different behaviors shown
by static and dynamic friction models in the rendering of the friction phenomena
acting on a tendon-based driving system have been evaluated. Satisfactory results
were achieved using a Dahl friction model [21]. To further improve the fitting
between simulation and experimental results, the LuGre dynamic friction model [21]
has been adopted.
2.2.2 Actuator concept
The actuation system is based on the twisted string concept [66]. A module com-
posed by four independent twisted strings, one for each finger tendon, has been
built, and this module has been connected to the robotic finger (Fig. 2.1). In this
way, each tendon can be independently actuated by means of a twisted string. A
suitable solution to design the desired transmission compliance can be the introduc-
tion of compliant element directly integrated into the actuator. For this purpose,
a compliant actuator has been designed, and their properties are under evaluation
(Fig. 2.3).
2.2.3 Sensors
The tactile sensor concept is based on the use of LED-phototransistor couples and
a deformable elastic layer positioned above the optoelectronics devices [50]. This
choice has been made to facilitate the integration into the robotic hand. The objec-
tive of the proposed sensor is to provide information about the contact point/area
between the fingertips and the manipulated object, together with an estimate of
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Figure 2.2: First prototype of the robotic hand.
both the normal and tangential components of the contact force. A single joint of
the robotic finger has been equipped with the displacement sensor that is based
on a couple LED/photodiode, mounted to two contiguous phalanges of a UB hand
finger [1]. The combined use of the actuator side sensor and the finger side sen-
sor will provide an accurate estimation of the actual joint torque needed for the
finger control, overcoming negative effects of friction. For the measurement of the
tendon force at the actuation side has been developed two prototype sensor, one
of them is based on a Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) used as strain sensor and the
other use a couple of optoelectronic components, an IR LED and a photodetector,
mounted on a compliant structure that is deformed under the action of the tendon
tension [18], [44].
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Figure 2.3: Picture and 3D drawing of the robotic finger with compliant actuation.
2.2.4 Finger soft covers and contact modelling
A research activity has been focused on the realization of innovative covers with
purposely designed visco-elastic properties. Alternatively to homogenous solid pads,
has been proposed the use of fluid filled soft structures with Differentiated Layer
Design [6], that is the adoption of a single solid material, dividing the overall thick-
ness of the pad into a continuous skin layer coupled with an internal layer having
communicating voids. The voids are then hermetically sealed and, in case, filled
with fluid. The construction procedure depends on the pad material that is chosen.
Two materials have been considered:
• Silicone rubber Wacker ELASTOSIL RT 623 A/B.
• Tango Plus Fullcure 930 (hardness 27 Shore A).
Note that Tango Plus Fullcure 930 shows a similar hardness to that of the human
thumb. The proposed pad has several advantages namely: 1) less overall thickness;
2) predictable behavior; 3) possibility to alter the pad properties without losing sur-
face continuity and adopted skin material. In the literature, different layers design
have been studied and their behavior has been investigated. Introducing a local
compliance in the contact offers many advantages, namely, local shape adaptation
to the object, extension of the contact area, and better energy dissipation in case
of vibration and accidental interference. This leads to an improvement of contact
stability and to a reduction of contact pressure and material stress. Moreover, the
safety in the interaction of the robot with human beings is improved. The benefits
of local compliance are described in [19], [56], [20]. Different design structures for
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Figure 2.4: Fluid-filled soft pad concept and prototype. a) 3D model, b) longitudinal
cross section, c) prototype comparison with human thumb dimensions, d) rigid core
with fluid inlet and Differentiated Layer Design soft pad.
the pad with shape and size similar to a human hand, and testing procedures to
investigate properties and behavioral aspect have been presented in [29].
For the purpose of testing the interaction of the finger with a (rigid) environment,
a pad model with an exponential relationship between the normal load and the
flattering of the material has been chosen, i.e.:
N = η/ν(eνδ − 1), (2.1)
whereN is the normal force, δ is the flattering of the soft pad in the normal direction,
η and ν are constants determined from experimental tests. Consequently, the normal
stiffness is
Kn = dN/dδ = η(e
νδ − 1) = νN + η, (2.2)
2.2.5 Finger kinematics
The finger has been designed following the human hand as a model; for this reason a
tendon-actuated finger has been considered, where a coupling tendon (also referred
as “passive tendon”) is introduced to impose a coupling between the movements of
the last two joints, similarity to the human hand.
Very thin tendons made by polymeric fibers have been chosen, this results in a
finite stiffness for the transmission system, both for the active, for the antagonistic
and for the passive tendons. The finger is constituted by a 4-DOF mechanical struc-
ture, whose kinematics (considering the fingertip position as end-point) is described
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Figure 2.5: Tendon configuration and reference angles.
by the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters summarized in Tab. 2.1.
The finger is actuated by means of four tendons: three agonistic tendons plus
one antagonist tendon. An additional non-actuated tendon is used to couple the
movements of the last two joints (medial and distal) inside the finger structure. This
tendon configuration is known in literature as a “N+1” tendon network configuration
[57], since all joints share an antagonist tendon. The tendons are fixed to the
phalanges and routed inside the finger through suitable designed canals, as shown
in Fig.2.5. The tendon are constituted by FastFlightr cables: a complete analysis
on the tendon transmission modeling, control and material selection is reported in
[48].
Tendon pathways have been designed so that tendons envelope on curved surfaces
with constant radius along the entire joints movement range, leading to a linear
relation between tendon and joint displacements.
From the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of the finger in Tab. 2.1, it is possible
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Link d θ a [m] α[rad]
1 0 θ1 a1 = 20.2 · 10−3 pi/2
2 0 θ2 a2 = 45.0 · 10−3 0
3 0 θ3 a3 = 29.9 · 10−3 0
4 0 θ4 a4 = 21.8 · 10−3 0
Table 2.1: Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of the finger.
to compute the finger tip position peff with respect to the base reference frame:
peff =
C1(a1 + a2C2 + a3C23 + a4C234)(a1 + a2C2 + a3C23 + a4C234)S1
a2S2 + a3S23 + a4S234
 (2.3)
where Cijz and Sijz denote the functions sin(θi + θj + θz) and cos(θi + θj + θz),
respectively. The joint angle ranges are mechanically constrained by stroke limiters
to intervals:
θ1 ∈ [−pi/18, pi/18], θ{2, 3, 4} ∈ [0, pi/2] [rad] (2.4)
Link 0 is the base of the finger (the hand palm). The other links, numbered
from 1 to 4, correspond to abduction link, proximal, medial and distal phalanx
respectively. The tendons are numbered from T1 to T5, as shown in 2.5:
• T1, T2: Tendons 1 and 2 drive the first two joints and are attached to link 2
(proximal phalanx).
• T3: Tendon 3 drives the medial joint and is attached to the medial phalanx.
• T4: Tendon 4 is the antagonist tendon, attached to the distal phalanx.
• T5: Tendon 5 is the passive tendon connecting the proximal with the distal
phalanx.
Due to the particular design and neglecting the tendon elasticity, the relation be-
tween the vector of the joint angles θ =
[
θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4
]T
and the vector of tendon
displacements l =
[
l1 l2 l3 l4 l5
]T
can be considered linear, namely:
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l = Hcθ, Hc =

r11 r21 0 0
−r11 r21 0 0
0 0 r33 0
0 −r24 −r34 −r44
0 0 −r35 r45
 , (2.5)
where rij is the radius of the circular surface that tendon i envelops on joint j. The
numerical values of rij are reported in Tab. 2.2.
r11 r21 r33 r24 r34 r44 r35 r45
radius [mm] 5.7 4.5 5.3 6.2 5.3 4.9 4.9 4.4
Table 2.2: Radii of the finger circular surfaces.
By considering l5 = 0, i.e. assuming that the tendon T5 is inextensible, the last
equation in 2.5 gives the kinematic constraint imposed by the passive tendon:
θ4 =
r35
r45
θ3 (2.6)
On the other hand, assuming that tendon T5 has a linear elastic coefficient kt and
friction is negligible [48], from (2.5) it is possible to compute the relation between
the force f5 applied to the passive tendon and its elongation l5:
f5 =
−ktl5 = −kt(θ3r35 − θ4r45) l5 > 0,0 l5 ≤ 0. (2.7)
Obviously l5 ≤ 0 means that the tendon is slacking: this condition must be avoided
by adopting a proper control strategy.
The finger workspace is shown in Fig. 2.6, assuming the constraint in Eq. (2.6).
In the simulation model of the finger, the actuators have been modeled as ideal
force generators that impose the force vector fa =
[
fa1 f
a
2 f
a
3 f
a
4
]T
.
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Figure 2.6: Finger workspace.
2.2.6 Finger statics
The relation between the fingertip forces
F =
[
Fx Fy Fz
]T
and the joint torques
τ =
[
τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4
]T
is given by [58]:
τ = JTF, J =
∂peff(θ)
∂θ
, (2.8)
where
JT =

−(a1+a2C2+a3C23+a4C234)S1 C1(a1+a2C2+a3C23+a4C234) 0
−C1(a2S2+a3S23+a4S234) −S1(a2S2+a3S23+a4S234) a2C2+a3C23+a4C234
−C1(a3S23+a4S234) −S1(a3S23+a4S234) a3C23+a4C234
−a4C1S234 −a4S1S234 a4C234
 . (2.9)
Moreover, the relation between the tendon tension f and the joint torques τ can be
computed as [43]:
τ = HTc f . (2.10)
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the forces applied by the tendons on the
finger and detail of the passive tendon implementation.
Since the mappings (2.8) and (2.10) do not take into account the friction acting
on both the tendons and the joints, the input force vector f is defined as
f =
[
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5
]T
≡
[
fa1 f
a
2 f
a
3 f
a
4 f5
]T
(2.11)
where the last element f5 is given by 2.7.
2.2.7 Finger control structure
The control of the finger has to cope with friction and with the presence of the
passive tendon, whose actuation force is not directly controllable, nor measurable,
but depends on the relative configuration of the last two joints. Moreover, being the
force transmitted by a tendon network, additional care must be taken in maintaining
the tendons tensioned.
The finger control system can be decomposed in three blocks (see Fig. 2.2.7):
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the finger control structure.
• tendon friction compensation;
• tendon force controller;
• joint torque controller.
The tendon friction compensation is in charge of compensating tendon friction,
using measurements of the tendon tension also to the finger side. The tendon force
controller has as input the reference torques and as output the reference forces
to motors that actuate the tendon network. The joint torque controller generates
torque references in function of the chosen control strategies.
The first two blocks of the finger control structure are described with more
details in the work developed by University of Bologna (see [48], [49]). The control
interaction strategies implemented by the joint torque of the whole hand controllers
will be illustrated in the following sections.
2.3 Hand Control
This Section reports the activities related to modeling and the control of the whole
hand, designed following the human hand as a model.
A detailed simulation model of the robotic hand has been developed to test grasp
control strategies, using a Matlab/Simulink simulation environment, based on the
SimMechanics toolbox. The hand is constituted by five identical fingers, described
in the previous Section.
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In this Section, the hand kinematics of the DEXMART hand will be presented.
Then, the complete dynamic model will be illustrated, together with the simulation
results of the grasp control, based on the stiffness control.
2.3.1 Hand kinematics
The DEXMART hand (see Fig. 2.2) has twenty DOF’s, due to the five fingers,
assuming no extra DOF’s in the palm. Due to the coupling between the last two joint
of the fingers, only sixteen DOF’s are linearly independent. Once the kinematics of
every single finger is known, the kinematic model of the hand with respect to the
palm can be easily computed on the basis of the constant homogeneous matrices
corresponding to the coordinate transformations between the base frames of the five
fingers and the palm frame.
The hand Jacobian depends on the vector of the fingers joint angles, given by
the joint angles of the thumb and of the four fingers θ =
[
θTt θ
T
1 θ
T
2 θ
T
3 θ
T
4
]T
,
and has the form:
Jh =

Jt 0 0 0 0
0 J1 0 0 0
0 0 J2 0 0
0 0 0 J3 0
0 0 0 0 J4
 (2.12)
where the matrices on the diagonal are the Jacobians of the thumb and of the four
fingers. The expression of the Jacobian for the single finger is given in 2.9.
2.3.2 Hand dynamic model
The dynamic model of the whole hand composed by the four fingers and the thumb
can be written in the classical Lagrange formulation as:
Mh(θ)θ¨ +Ch(θ, θ˙)θ˙ + gh(θ) = τh − τ fh − τ rh(θ)− JThFc (2.13)
where τ h is the vector of the joint torques, given by the vector
fc =
[
fTt f
T
1 f2 f
T
3 f
T
4
]T
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of the tendon forces of all the fingers, multiplied for an appropriate coupling matrix.
Due to the presence of the tendon tension sensors, both in the motor and joint side,
we can neglect low control problems, as tendon friction and elasticity, considering
for control purposes directly the input τ h. Mh(θ) is the inertia matrix, Ch(θ, θ˙)
is the torque corresponding to Coriolis and centrifugal effects, gh(θ) is the vector
of gravitational torques, τ fh(θ) is the vector of joint friction torques, τ
r
h(θ) is the
reaction torque vector due to the presence of joint stroke limiters, and Fc is the
vector of the contact forces deriving from the interaction with the object, namely
Fc =
[
FTt F
T
1 F
T
2 F
T
3 F
T
4
]T
. Mh(θ) and Ch(θ, θ˙) are diagonal matrices,
whose diagonal element are the matrices of inertia and the Coriolis and centrifugal
terms of each finger.
When the hand grasps an object, the dynamics of the object has to be considered
as well. By adopting the classical Lagrange formulation, the equation of the object
can be written in the form [43]
M0(x0)x¨0 +C0(x0, x˙0)x˙0 + g0 = GFc + Fenv, (2.14)
where Fenv is the force of the environment on the object and x0 is a vector repre-
senting the position and orientation of the object. G represents the grasp matrix,
that is a linear map between the contact force, expressed in the contact frame, and
the resultant force on the object F, expressed in the object frame:
F = GFc.
When the fingers and the object are in contact, the dynamics of the two systems
are coupled through the contact forces. Due to the presence of the soft-pad, these
forces do not impose rigid constraints; thus, the number of generalized coordinates
of the system is not reduced.
2.3.3 Hand grasp control
The complete dynamic model of the hand has been implemented in a Matlab/Simulink
simulation environment, based on the SimMechanics toolbox; the model measurable
outputs are the joint angle vector θ, and the contact forces of the fingertips with
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the object. Moreover, a block computing the forces deriving from the interaction
of the tips with the objet, and a block corresponding to the object dynamics have
been added. A soft finger contact type has been assumed for all the fingers.
The components of the contact forces exchanged between the soft fingers and
the rigid object are computed according to a modified Hunt and Crossley model,
that consists in a non-linear spring in parallel with a damper, with the following
differential form:
F (t) = Kδn +Dδq δ˙, (2.15)
where δ is the state of the spring, n, q are parameters which depend on the material
and the geometry taken into account and determined trough experiments, and K
has the expression in (2.2). A similar dependence from the state of the soft-pad
deformation has been assumed for the damping term D. This model, with different
parameters, has been used for both the tangential and normal components of the
contact force.
Stiffness control
The stiffness control applied to a single finger has been extended to the whole hand,
assuming that the position, the shape and the weight of the object are known. Once
that the planner gives the optimal contact positions of each finger, using the grasp
matrix G, it is possible to know the amount of weight that every single finger has to
balance. From the desired tangential components of the contact forces, the friction
cone conditions allow to compute the desired normal contact forces. By exploiting
the exponential law of the soft-pad behavior between the contact force and the
displacement of the pad, the desired position of the rigid part of the fingers can be
computed. The control law for each finger in the case of cartesian space control is
computed as
τ d = J
TkP(pd − peff ), (2.16)
where J is the Jacobian matrix, kP is a positive scalar gain, while pd and peff are
the desired and actual position of the fingertip, respectively.
The executed task is described in 2.9, while the recorded data are reported in 2.11
and 2.10.
Notice that the fingers are not going in contact with the object at the same time,
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(a) Arm motion required to move the hand
in a convenient pose for object graping
(b) Preshaping of the hand before grasping
(c) Contact phase and regulation of the in-
ternal forces
(d) Lifting phase of the object only by motion
of the arm
Figure 2.9: Sequence of significant images.
due to numerical problems, even if the planing is correctly designed. Consequently,
there are non zero values of the tangential displacement of the soft-pad, even if
the object weight is still balanced by the reaction force of the plane. When the
hand raises the object, it is possible to notice the sudden increase in the tangential
displacements of the soft pad and a slight variation of the normal displacement due
to position errors.
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Figure 2.10: Cartesian components of the contact forces, normal component (red),
Fx component (green),Fy component (blue).
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(a) Normal displacement of the soft pads
(b) Tangential displacement of the soft pads
Figure 2.11: Dynamic behavior of soft pads.

Chapter 3
Port-Hamiltonian Modeling for
Soft-Finger Manipulation
Dextrous manipulation skills, for personal and service robots in unstructured envi-
ronments, are of fundamental importance in performing different tasks.
Usually, a robotic hand has to manipulate objects of different shape, size, weight,
material, and, in some cases, has to interact with human beings.
During manipulation, the dynamic properties of the controlled system change,
due to the non-contact to contact transitions and due to the contact viscoelasticity.
Therefore, in order to derive the dynamic model of a hand-object system during
grasping, the contact model between the fingers and the object is of crucial interest.
In the Lagrangian formulation, the dynamic model of the hand-object system
takes the form of a multibody system. In case of rigid contact, the whole sys-
tem is a nonholonomic constrained system and the equations can be obtained us-
ing the Lagrange-DAlembert formulation, considering the grasping constraint equa-
tions [43].
In case of a compliant contact model, where the fingers have thick compliant
layers of viscoelastic material, the grasping constraint equations are not valid any-
more. Moreover, the dynamics of the contact are influencing the system dynamics,
and have to be considered.
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3.1 Port-Hamiltonian formalism
The port-Hamiltonian framework is based on describing a system in terms of energy
variables and the interconnection of systems by means of power ports.
Any physical system can be described by a set of elements storing kinetic or
potential energy, a set of energy dissipating elements, and a set of power preserving
ports, through which energy can only be transferred and not produced [13]. The
energy flow variables are intrinsically defined and are independent of the particular
configuration of the physical systems.
The concept of a power port is an efficient and useful way to describe the inter-
action between physical systems and between the system and the environment.
The theory of port-Hamiltonian systems allows to describe the system behav-
ior in a coordinate-free way and can be naturally extended to include constrained
systems and compliant contact models.
This approach is useful to model and control the interaction between a robot
and a passive environment.
The robot is a n-DOF mechanical passive system with respect to the controller,
that can be modeled as a port-Hamiltonian system. To preserve a passive behavior
in the interaction with the environment, both in case of contact and non-contact, an
Intrinsically Passive Controller (IPC) [59], based on impedance control [35], can be
used. Since the IPC approach yields an intrinsically passive system, the controlled
system will be stable, both in case of contact and non-contact phases, for every
passive, even unknown, environment. This is in contrast with a conventional hybrid
controller, which switches from position to force control when a contact occurs. Such
controllers can easily become unstable, because of noise affecting the force sensors
that detect the contact. Moreover, a hybrid force/position control requires a perfect
planning of the tasks, which is only possible if the environment is known.
In this work, a port-Hamiltonian model of a multi-fingered robotic hand, with
soft-pads on the finger tips, grasping an object is presented.
The viscoelastic behavior of the contact is described in terms of energy storage
and dissipation. Using the concept of power ports, the dynamics of the hand, the
contact, and the object are described in a coordinate-free way.
Moreover, an IPC is applied to control the motion of the object and to regulate
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the internal forces, i.e. the forces applied at the contact points and not influencing
the object motion. These forces are important to have a stable grasp.
In the model of the hand-object system, we assume that the contact forces are
always satisfying the friction cone conditions, i.e. the contact forces are always
inside the friction cone, and we assume that there is no rolling contact. This means
that the grasp matrix is constant.
The main advantage of the port-Hamiltonian formulation for constrained systems
is that we do not need to modify the dynamic equations when a change occurs in
the contact state. Instead, it is possible to represent both cases in a time-dependent
geometrical structure, that satisfies the power continuity conditions in every contact
state.
This framework allows to approach the problem in a more intuitive and compact
way. The graphic bond graph representation of the system is based on the energy
flow through the ports connecting the single components.
The port-Hamiltonian formalism has been introduced by van der Schaft and
Maschke in [62]. Port-based modeling is at the basis of network theory, in which the
different parts of the system are interconnected through power ports and described
in terms of power exchange. A power port is defined by a pair of dual variables,
a flow f and an effort e, whose intrinsic dual product 〈e|f〉 yields power. If V
is the linear space of flows, then the dual space V∗ is the linear space of efforts.
On the space V × V∗, it is possible to define a power continuous structure, called
Dirac structure, which defines the interconnection between the power ports, i.e. it
describes how the power is distributed between the ports. The Dirac structure is a
subspace D ⊂ V × V∗ such that [61]:
D = {(f, e) | 〈e|f〉 = 0, ∀(f, e) ∈ D ⊂ V × V∗}
A generic Dirac structure is depicted in Fig. 3.1. The bonds, connected to the
structure, realize the ports through which energy can be exchanged with energy
storage elements, energy dissipating elements, the controller, and the interaction
port, with which the system interacts with the environment.
In order to derive the mathematical model of the manipulation system as a port-
Hamiltonian system, we need to define a state manifold S, of which the coordinates
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Figure 3.1: Dirac structure of a generic port-Hamiltonian system.
represent energy variables, and on S a Hamiltonian energy function H : S → R de-
scribing the total energy of the system. Then, by making explicit the Dirac structure,
the system dynamics can be derived. Since an interconnection of port-Hamiltonian
systems is again a port-Hamiltonian system, we can proceed by individually mod-
eling the hand, the object that is manipulated, and the contacts, and to define the
interconnection of the systems.
Regarding the Dirac structure of the contact model, observe that the contact
represents the power continuous interconnection between the finger, the soft-pad
and the object, in terms of elastic energy storage and energy dissipation. This
interconnection can be represented considering the finger and the object as two rigid
bodies connected trough a viscoelastic soft-pad. Since in a manipulation task both
contact and non-contact situations may occur, the Dirac structure is not constant
in time [52]. The contact and non-contact state are both represented in the same
switching Dirac structure, which is, obviously, time dependent.
3.1.1 Problem statement
In the Lagrangian formulation, the dynamic model of a n-fingered hand, each with
r degrees of freedom, has the form:
M(q)q¨+C(q, q˙)q˙+ g(q) = τ − JThWc
where q = {q1, . . . ,qn} ∈ Q is the vector of the generalized configuration variables
for the n fingers, with Q configuration manifold and q˙ ∈ TqQ their generalized
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velocities, belonging to the tangent space of Q at q. The vector τ ∈ T ∗qQ represents
the generalized actuator forces at the joints, belonging to the co-tangent space of
Q at q. The matrix Jh is the hand Jacobian, that maps the joint velocities to the
Cartesian fingertip velocities. From duality, it follows that the transpose JTh maps
the fingertip forces to generalized joint forces. Let
Wc = {Wc1 , . . . ,Wcn} (3.1)
be the vector of the contact wrenches.
The dynamics of the object are given by:
M0(x0)x¨0 +C0(x0, x˙0)x˙0 + g0(x0) = GWc + Fenv
where x0 ∈ X represents the pose of the object, with X the configuration manifold
of the object, and x˙0 its generalized velocity.
To avoid singularities due to the local representation of the pose, we can describe
the object dynamics globally by applying the Newton-Euler equations to the body
configuration expressed in the Special Euclidian group SE(3), and then obtain the
Lagrange-D’Alembert representation choosing the local coordinates x0 ∈ X for the
object configuration.
The matrix G is the grasp matrix, which is a linear map between the contact
forces, expressed in the contact frame, and the resultant force on the object, ex-
pressed in the object frame [3].
The vectorGWc describes the effect of the fingertip forces on the object, applied
at the contact points. The external forces acting on the object are described by Fenv.
In the hand and object dynamics, the matrices M(q), M0(x0) are the symmetric
and positive definite inertia matrices, the matrices C(q, q˙), C0(x0, x˙0) contain the
centrifugal and Coriolis components, and g(q), g0(x0) are the vectors of generalized
gravity forces acting on the hand and the object, respectively [43].
In the context of Lie group theory, the relative configuration of two bodies can
be studied using SE(3). The relative instantaneous motion can be studied using
the Lie algebra se(3) associated to SE(3), which is a 6D algebra, and corresponds
to the six possible motions of a rigid body. The wrenches belong to the dual algebra
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se∗(3).
We assume that the fingers have thick compliant layers of viscoelastic material,
and the dynamical behavior of the soft layers is modeled as a spring and a damper
[10].
The model can be extended to a proper generalization to the full geometrical
contact description, as proposed in [51].
In this work, we started from this geometrical analysis of the viscoelastic con-
tacts between two objects without constraints, and extended this to a manipulation
context, a complex multi-body system including the robotic hand, the soft-pads and
the object and subject to constraints. The contact dynamics between the fingers and
the object are represented with the same geometrical and energetically consistent
model.
Moreover, a nonlinear Hunt-Crossley model of the contact is taken into account,
for a better physical consistency and description of soft material behavior [23].
In Fig. 3.2, a schematic representation of the object and one finger in contact
is shown. During the contact, a finger with soft-pad is able to transfer to the
object four components of the contact wrenchWci, i.e. the three components of the
linear contact force and the component of the contact torque around the direction
orthogonal to the surface of the object in the point of contact.
Our goal is to describe the dynamics of this system in the port-Hamiltonian
framework, including the contact dynamics. This allows to present the problem in
a more intuitive and compact way. Moreover, given the port-Hamiltonian system
representation, an IPC can be easily derived to control the system.
3.2 Contact model
In this Section, we derive the dynamic model of the contact, based on the Hunt-
Crossley contact model [23]. The Hunt-Crossley model incorporates a spring in
parallel with a nonlinear damper to model the viscoelastic dynamics.
In order to obtain a local representation of the Dirac structure of the contact
in a matrix form, we have to define a contact frame in the contact point ci on the
object, as indicated in Fig. 3.2. The contact frame Σci related to the finger i, has
the origin in the contact point ci, and the axis zci is normal to the object surface,
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Figure 3.2: The geometrical contact model: the soft-pad is modeled as a spring and
a damper according to the nonlinear Hunt-Crossley model.
pointing inside the object. There is a unique plane O orthogonal to zci and passing
trough ci, spanned by the axis xci and yci of the contact frame. In Fig. 3.2, the
object reference frame Σo, and the world frame Σb are also depicted.
If we chose a basis of the two screws (rx, ry), representing pure rotations around
the two axes xci and yci of the contact frame, and a basis of the screws representing
rotation around zci and the three translations (rz, tx, ty, tz), we can decompose se(3)
in the direct sum of the two subspaces
S := span {rz, tx, ty, tz} (3.2)
and
N := span {rx, ry}, (3.3)
representing the subspace of the transferable wrenches in the contact point and the
non transferable wrenches respectively. In particular, the motions in S involve a
change in storage of potential energy in the viscoelastic contact [51].
A tangent map P exists, that projects a twists in se(3) in the subspace S of
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motions, and the dual cotangent map P∗:
P : se(3)→ S,
P∗ : S∗ → se∗(3).
Consequently, the elastic storage element, representing the elastic energy stored
in the compressed surface of the soft-pad in contact with the object, is a 4D port
with power variables T¯ci,ciri and W¯
c
ci,storei
, that are, respectively, the relative twist
and the contact elastic wrench expressed in the contact frame and projected in the
subspace of motions involving elastic storage of energy. In particular:
T¯ci,ciri = PT
ci,ci
ri
, Wcci,storei = P
∗ W¯cci,storei
Since the dynamics of the object are dependent of the set of all wrenches acting
on it, it is necessary to measure the contact wrenches in order to compute the
position of the object center of mass and of the points of contact.
Once the measurements of the contact wrenches are available, and the stiffness of
the elastic storage element is known, the deformation (x, y, z, θ) of the soft-pad can
be computed in the basis of the screws spanning the subspace of relative motions
involving elastic storage of energy S.
Writing this deformation, relative to the contact coordinate frame, as an element
H¯ ∈ SE(3):
H¯ =

cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0 x
sin(θ) cos(θ) 0 y
0 0 1 z
0 0 0 1

the storage of potential energy in the element can be represented by a function
V (H¯) : SE(3)→ R. (3.4)
If H¯(t) is known, the relative twist Tci,ciri of the object at the contact point with
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respect to the finger i, can be expressed, in theory, in the contact frame as
Tci,ciri =
˙¯HH¯−1.
In practice we can obtain this twist by measuring the deformation of the soft-pad
using and estimate the derivative using an observer or by numerical differentiation.
The wrench generated due to a deformation δTci,ciri , related to the relative position of
the rigid finger tip xciri and the object contact point x
ci
ci
, has the following expression
in the contact frame, according to the Hunt-Crossley model1:
Wcici = Ksi
(
δTci,ciri
)
+Dsi
(
δTci,ciri
)
Tci,ciri (3.5)
where Ksi is the two-covariant stiffness tensor [67], such that
Ksi = P
∗K¯siP
with K¯si the stiffness matrix that relates the 4D port variables
(T¯ci,ciri ,W¯
ci
ci,store), and Dsi
(
δTci,ciri
)
is the damping matrix that depends on the
deformation, and is defined locally as
(
δTci,ciri
)T
D, with D a constant diagonal
matrix depending on the structure and on the material of the soft-pad.
By considering the map P∗, we can express the vector of contact wrenches with
respect to the contact deformation:
Wcici = P
∗ (K¯si (δT¯ci,ciri )+ D¯si (δT¯ci,ciri ) T¯ci,ciri )
where D¯si is defined analogous to Dsi , but with respect to the 4D vector of the
deformations:
δT¯ci,ciri = [x, y, z, θ]
T
which represents the deformation of the soft-pad in the allowed directions.
1In the Hunt-Crossley model, the stiffness and damping forces are taken proportional to δm,
with δ the scalar deformation and m usually close to unity. For simplicity, we have assumed m = 1
in this work.
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3.3 Port-Hamiltonian model
In this Section, we intend to derive the port-Hamiltonian equations of the complete
system. Therefore, starting from the general representation of Fig. 3.1, we can
characterize the Dirac structure by explicitly describing the three different sub-
systems, i.e. the hand, the object and the contact. The complete system is composed
by a number of storage and dissipative elements and interaction ports, connected
together, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
The power port between the Dirac structure of the fingers and the Dirac structure
of the contact is a multi-bond port.
In particular, the interconnection between the hand and the contact is identified
by the effort Wbcf , i.e. the vector of the wrenches exerted by the soft-pads (due to
the object) on the fingers, and by the flow
Tbr = Jhq˙ ∈ R6n,
i.e. the vector of the twists of the (rigid) finger tip in the base frame.
The power port between the Dirac structure of the object and the Dirac structure
of the contact is a multi-bond port as well. The port is characterized by the effort
Wbco , i.e. the vector of wrenches exerted by the fingers on the object, and by the
flow
Tbc = G
T (x0)x˙0 ∈ R6n,
i.e. the vector of the twists of the object in the contact points in the base frame.
The power port between the storage element of the soft-pads and the Dirac
structure of the contact is characterized by the effort W¯cc,store, i.e. the vector of
the wrench transferable component due to the (soft-pad) springs, represented by
the vector of the partial derivatives of the total Hamiltonian energy function with
respect to the vector of the states of the (soft-pad) springs, ∂H
∂sTc
, and by the flow
T¯c,cr = s˙c, i.e. the vector of the relative twists between the fingers and the object,
projected in the subspace S of the motion involving elastic storage of energy.
The power port between the dissipative element of the soft-pads and the Dirac
structure of the contact is characterized by the effort W¯cc,dis, i.e. the vector of the
wrench transferable component due to the (soft-pad) dampers, and by the flow T¯c,cr .
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Figure 3.3: Dirac structure of the whole constrained port-Hamiltonian system. The
fingers and the object are connected with two effort sources, that are, respectively,
the control action and the external forces acting on the object.
To complete the description of the system represented in Fig. 3.3, we need to
consider the inertia of the fingers, connected to the finger Dirac structure by means
of the power flow defined by the conjugate variables
(
p˙, ∂H
∂pT
)
, and the control port
described by (q˙, τ ).
For the object, we need to consider the inertia of the object, connected to the
object Dirac structure by means of the power flow defined by the conjugate variables(
p˙o,
∂H
∂pTo
)
, and the environment interaction port described by (x˙o,Fenv). For the
sake of simplicity, we neglect Coriolis effects.
This simplification is justified because of the small work space we consider, and
the relatively low velocities of the system.
For clarity, in the figure we have omitted the power port of the gravity external
force, that we take in account in the port-Hamiltonian equations, for the fingers and
the object, i.e.
(
q˙w,
∂H
∂qT
)
and
(
x˙o,w,
∂H
∂xTo
)
respectively.
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3.3.1 Dirac Structure of the fingers
The Hamiltonian energy function of the fingers is
H(sc,p,q) =
1
2
pTM−1(q)p+
1
2
sTc K¯ssc + V (q)
where the first term is the kinetic energy of the finger, the second is the potential
energy of the springs that model the soft-pads and V (q) is the potential energy of
the fingers due to gravity.
The Hamiltonian equations of the fingers are:
p˙ = − ∂H
∂qT
+ JThW
b
cf
+ τ , q˙ =
∂H
∂pT
The Dirac structure can be represented by a skew-symmetric matrix:
p˙
q˙
Tbr
q˙w
 =

0 −1 −JTh −1
1 0 0 0
Jh 0 0 0
1 0 0 0


∂H
∂pT
−τ
−Wbcf
∂H
∂qT

where 0 and 1 denote zero and identity matrices of appropriate dimensions.
3.3.2 Dirac Structure of the object
The Hamiltonian energy function of the object is given by
H(p,xo) =
1
2
pToM
−1po + Vo(xo)
where Vo(xo) is the potential energy of the object due to gravity.
The Hamiltonian equations of the object are:
p˙o = − ∂H
∂xTo
+GWbco + Fenv, x˙o =
∂H
∂pTo
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The Dirac structure can be represented by a skew-symmetric matrix:
p˙o
q˙o
Tbc
x˙o,w
 =

0 −1 −G −1
1 0 0 0
GT 0 0 0
1 0 0 0


∂H
∂pTo
−Fenv
−Wbco
∂H
∂xTo

3.3.3 Dirac Structure of the contact
In order to obtain a local representation of the Dirac structure of the contact in a
matrix form, we have to choose a reference frame of the contact, and consider the
transformation between the contact frame Σc and the world frame Σb. In the case
of soft finger contact model, the Dirac structure of the contact is the following:
Wbcf
Wbco
T¯c,cr
s˙c
 =

0 0 −A∗ −A∗
0 0 A∗ A∗
A −A 0 0
A −A 0 0


Tbr
Tbc
W¯cc,dis
∂Ho
∂sTc

where A∗ is the matrix representation of the operator:
A∗ := diag {A∗1, ...,A∗n} ,
A∗i = (s∆,i − 1)AdTHcbiP
∗
The matrixA is the dual operator toA∗, and is expressed as the transpose of matrix
expression for A∗.
The binary signal s∆,i is defined as s∆,i = 1 if there is no contact, and s∆,i = 0 if
there is contact [51]. If the position of the object is unknown, as in an unstructured
environment, the binary signal can be related to the signal of a force sensor located
in the soft-pad.
The adjoint operator AdHcbi transforms the relative twist between the rigid part
of the finger i and the contact point on the object from coordinates in Σb, the world
frame, to Σci, the contact coordinate frame.
The first two equations give the expression of the contact forces acting on the
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finger and on the object in case of contact and non-contact, thanks to the binary
signal.
In case of non-contact they are zero and in the other case they are obviously
opposite, and they have the expression of Hunt-Crossley model.
3.3.4 Dirac Structure of whole system
In this Section, we derive the Dirac structure of the whole system by combining
the three Dirac structures derived for the different sub-systems. It follows that the
skew-symmetric Dirac matrix is the following

p˙
q˙
q˙w
p˙o
x˙o
x˙o,w
T¯c,cr
s˙c

=

0 −1 −1 0 0 0 −JThA −JThA
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 −1 GA GA
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
ATJh 0 0 −ATGT 0 0 0 0
ATJh 0 0 −ATGT 0 0 0 0


∂H
∂pT
−τ
∂H
∂qT
∂H
∂pTo
−Fenv
∂H
∂xTo
W¯cc,dis
∂H
∂sTc

(3.6)
and describes the energy flows through the system.
From Eq. (3.6) it is possible to obtain the input-state-output port-Hamiltonian
system of the whole system.
The flow and effort variables of control and interaction port are split into con-
jugated input-output pairs.
The general form is the following:
x˙ = (J(x)−R(x)) ∂H
∂xT
+ g(x)u
y = gT (x)
∂H
∂xT
where (u,y) are the input/output pairs corresponding to the control port, the matrix
J(x) is a skew-symmetric matrix representing the port topology defined by the Dirac
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structure, while the matrix R(x) = RT (x) ≥ 0 specifies the energy dissipation. In
our case we have the state
x =
[
p q po xo sc
]T
and energy function
H(x) = 1
2
pTM−1(q)p+ 1
2
sTc K¯ssc + V (q)
+1
2
pToM
−1po + Vo(xo)
Furthermore, we obtain:
J(x) =

0 −1 0 0 −JThA
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 GA
0 0 1 0 0
ATJh 0 −ATGT 0 0

R(x) =

JThAD¯A
TJh 0 J
T
hAD¯A
TGT 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
−GAD¯ATJh 0 GAD¯ATGT 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

g(x) =
[
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
]T
u =
[
τ Fenv
]T
,
y =
[
q˙ x˙o
]T
The matrix J(x) is obtained from Eq. (3.6) by inspection, as well as matrix g(x).
The matrix R(x) is obtained considering the expression of the damping force in
Eq. (3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Simulation results - The simulations validate the model with control of
the internal force and control of the object motion. When the binary signal switches
from 1 to 0, the fingers are in contact with the object.
3.4 Simulations
For the validation of the model, a simple example modeled in 20-sim simulation
software [15] is considered.
We implement the bond graph representation of two fingers with soft-pads, that
interacts with an object in a plane.
An IPC is implemented to control the joint torques:
τ = g(q) + JTh [Kc(xrd − xr)]−Dcq˙
where the terms Kc and Dc are the proportional and derivative control gains. Here
the desired rigid finger tips positions xrd are derived considering the desired forces
at the contact and the model of the soft-pad.
By means of the virtual position, we are able to regulate the motion of the object
and, through the null space of the grasp matrix, to regulate the internal forces as
well by controlling the relative position of the finger tips. The soft-pad is modeled
as a spring and a damper, with a stiffness constant k = 50 N/m, and damping
constant d = 3 Ns/m. When the soft-pad touches the object, the binary signal s∆
switches from 1 to 0.
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(a) The fingers move toward the object (b) The fingers push against the object to regu-
late the internal forces
(c) The fingers move the object (d) The fingers release the object
Figure 3.5: Sequence of significant images.
The simulation is divided in three phases, see Fig. 3.5. First, the fingers move,
touch the object and push against it until the internal forces are regulated at 16.5 N.
Then, the fingers move the object, while maintaining the regulation of the internal
forces at the same value.
The difference from the contact force of the two fingers are due to the inertia
of the fingers and of the object. In the third step the fingers move away from the
object. The object continues to move in the left direction, due to the deformation
in the soft-pads, and it will stop due to the friction. Fig. 3.4 shows the diagrams
of the positions of the finger tips and of the object, and the contact forces at the
finger tips.

Chapter 4
Impedance Hand-Arm Control for
Human-Robot Interaction
In this chapter we present the control issue of a hand-arm robotic system involved
in grasping tasks, which can interact trough the object with the environment or a
human.
The control is in charge of ensuring that the hand firmly grasps and that the
arm complies in the presence of external forces applied to the object.
These forces may require high values of the contact forces at fingertips, in order
to have a stable grasp, that may saturate the hand actuators. To deal with this
problem, the control law adopted for the arm is a compliance object-level control,
which aims to reduce the interaction forces.
The control action is based on the reconstruction of the external load applied to
the object, using the force sensors measurement at the fingertips.
Force sensing is also used to compute in real time the desired contact forces, able
to guarantee the stability of the grasp. The regulation of the grasping forces is in
charge of the hand control.
Simulation tests in MATLAB/SimMechanics environment demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach.
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4.1 Introduction and state of the art
One of the greatest challenges of humanoid robotics is to provide a robotic hand-arm
system with autonomous and dextrous skills. In order to accomplish the manipula-
tion tasks in human-like ways and to realize a proper and safe cooperation between
humans and robots, it is desirable to achieve a compliant behavior when interaction
occurs.
Combined control of hand-arm systems has many issues of considerable com-
plexity related to a stable and feasible grasp as a major goal and to the redundancy
of the system. Moreover, in case of desired or undesired interaction of the grasped
object with the environment, a stable grasp must be ensured while guaranteeing
limited values of the interaction forces.
Most of the results in the field of interaction control of robot manipulators deal
with serial-link open-chain structures. Actually, is not possible to consider a hand as
a serial mechanical chain, instead is a redundant parallel device installed as an end-
effector. Also, it should be noted that the hand and the arm have different behaviors
and act in different ways, the previous is characterized by small motions and the
latter by large motions, because different joint motions and velocities, as well as
different inertia and kinematics are involved. In order to accomplish a given task, a
simultaneous and coordinated motion of both the arm and the hand is required.
Many studies have been conducted in the past on the redundant hand-arm sys-
tem dealing with the control and the planning of the whole device. A Jacobian
transpose technique, is at the core of the method for the control of the hand-arm
system including the partitioning of the contribution of the hand and the arm pro-
posed in [42]. The theory was supported by simulations and experiments in the case
of one finger attached to an arm.
An impedance control scheme for a 9-DOF finger-arm robot, combined with the
steepest ascent method to modulate the manipulability of the finger, was proposed
in [36]. Experiments demonstrate a good performance even when a dynamic external
force is applied to the finger.
In the unified control scheme for a robotic arm-hand system proposed in [4], the
complete dynamic model of the arm-fingers-object system is derived, and the con-
trol is designed by considering three superimposed tasks: internal force regulation,
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Figure 4.1: Rendering of the hand-arm-object system used in the simulation case
study.
orientation control and position control of the grasped object.
An object-level impedance control for two-handed manipulation, based on the
definition of a suitable potential function is considered in [64].
A hand-arm device has to interact physically with the environment, both with
the grasped object and, through the object, with a human being or an obstacle. The
main goal of the control is to ensure that the robotic hand do not lose the object and
that the interaction forces with the environment are kept limited. Introducing a local
compliance in the finger-tips offers many advantages, namely, local shape adaptation
to the object, extension of the contact area, and better energy dissipation in case
of vibration and accidental interference. This leads to an improvement of contact
stability and to a reduction of contact pressure and material stress.
The benefits of local compliance are described in [19], [56], [20]. Different design
structures for the pad with shape and size similar to a human hand, and testing
procedures to investigate properties and behavioral aspects have been presented
in [?].
In this work, we propose a control law for a hand-arm system with soft fingers
for grasping tasks that involve also interaction with the environment. The rendering
of the hand-arm- object system used in the simulation case study is shown in Fig.
1.
The load wrench (force and moment) acting on the object may change with time;
consequently, the contact forces required to grasp and move the object has to be
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computed and imposed in real time by the controller.
The computation of the contact forces can be made using heuristic approaches
in the simpler cases, or suitable real-time optimization procedures, in the case of
objects of complex shapes or of complex tasks. Anyway, force measurements at the
fingertips are essential to compute and impose the required contact forces.
For the purpose of control design, the hand and the arm are considered as two
interacting but separate subsystems. The action of the external forces on the object
may require very hight contact forces to maintain the grasp. These forces may
produce torque saturation in the actuators of the hand.
To deal with this problem, a compliance object-level control is adopted for the
arm, which aims at controlling the motion of the object while reducing the inter-
action forces with the environment, estimated on the basis of the forces measured
at the fingertips. The regulation of the contact forces, required to guarantee the
stability of the grasp, is in charge of the hand control.
4.2 Arm-hand control
During the execution of a manipulation task, unexpected or pre-planned interactions
of the object with the environment may occur. The main goal of the control is to
ensure that the robotic system does not lose the object and that the exchanged
forces remain limited. A crucial point is the control of the contact forces between
the object and the fingers.
Keeping the contact forces within a certain range is important for several reasons.
On the one hand, these forces must be sufficiently high to guarantee the satisfaction
of the friction cone constraints; on the other hand, contact forces cannot be too high
to avoid saturation of the motors and waste of energy, as well as to preserve the
materials.
In this context, the presence of the force sensors at the fingertips plays an im-
portant role for the control of both the arm and the hand. In fact, an indirect
measure of the external forces acting on the object can be achieved from the mea-
sure of the contact forces through the grasp matrix G [3]. This allows to adopt a
compliant control strategy for the arm, that can be used both in free motion and in
the presence of interaction. Moreover, using the contact forces measurements, it is
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Figure 4.2: The figure represents a skeleton of the whole hand-arm-object system.
The wrist and object frames are represented.
possible to set these forces through the flattening of the soft pad, by controlling the
position of the rigid part of the fingertips with respect to the palm. Hence, the same
position control law can be adopted for the fingers during both the pre-grasping,
the grasping and the manipulation phases.
Keeping a separate control for the arm and the hand lead to a better regulation
of the internal grasping forces, which is in the charge of the finger control, while the
interaction of the object with the environment or a human being is managed only
by the arm control.
Moreover the separated control control laws of the hand and arm systems are
efficient both in the pre-grasping and grasping manipulation phase.
4.2.1 Arm Control
In order to design the control law for the arm, a suitable frame fixed with respect
to the arm must be selected. This can be the ”palm” frame Σp, namely, a frame
fixed with respect to the palm of the multi fingered hand, see Fig. 4.2
The position and orientation of Σp with respect to the base frame Σb can be
defined by a (6× 1) pose vector x, by adopting any kind of minimal representation
of the orientation. Vector x depends only on the joint vector θ of the arm through
the direct kinematics equation, i.e., x = x(θ).
A compliant behavior to the arm can be ensured by using a simple PD with
gravity compensation control law, assuming that a desired pose xd is assigned to
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the arm, namely:
τ a = gˆ + J
T(θ)KP∆xp −KDθ˙, (4.1)
where τ a is the vector of control torques for the arm, gˆ is a vector compensating the
gravity torques acting on the arm and KP, KD are positive definite matrix gains,
that are usually set as diagonal. Vector ∆xp is a (6 × 1) pose error between the
desired (xd) and actual (x) pose of the arm, that can be defined in different ways
for the orientation part, to ensure a physically consistent behavior in the presence
of interaction with the environment.
Depending on the choice of ∆xp, a proper Jacobian matrix J must be adopted
in (4.1). In the following, for the sake of clarity, the problems related to the choice
of the orientation error are ignored (since they require a significant complication of
the analysis); hence, it is assumed that ∆xp = xd − x and that J is the geometric
Jacobian of the arm. As a further assumption, matrix J is non-singular.
It is well known that control law (4.1) ensures asymptotic stability of the equi-
librium xd (with null velocity), in the hypothesis of perfect gravity compensation
and in free space.
On the other hand, when gravity compensation is imperfect, and in the presence
of interaction with a passive environment, asymptotic stability can be still proven,
but of a different equilibrium position xeq. The distance between xeq and xd depends
on the gain KP: the lower KP, the higher the distance, with lower interaction force;
this, in turns, means higher compliance of the arm.
The new equilibrium can be computed by considering the dynamic model of the
controlled arm at steady state
g + JT(θ)hext = gˆ + J
T(θ)KP(xd − x), (4.2)
where hext is the external wrench (force and torque) acting on the arm, computed
with respect to the origin of the palm frame Σp.
The gravity vector g in (4.2) can be split into the sum of two contributions:
g = gah(θ,q) + J
T(θ)hgo,
where gah is the gravity torque on the arm due to the weight of both arm and
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hand, depending on both arm (θ) and hand (q) configurations, while hgo is the
gravity wrench of the object, depending on the object weight and center of mass.
This wrench is mapped into the arm joint torques through matrix JT. Accordingly,
vector gˆ can be split in the sum
gˆ = gˆah(θ,q) + J
T(θ)hˆgo,
with obvious meaning of the symbols.
The equilibrium equation (4.2) can be rewritten in the form [58]
∆hgo + hext = KP(x
′
d − x), (4.3)
with
∆hgo = hgo − hˆgo (4.4)
and
x′d = xd −K−1P J−T(gah − gˆah). (4.5)
In the case that force measurements are available, control law (4.1) can be mod-
ified as
τ a = gˆ + J
T(θ)(KP∆xp −KFhˆext)−KDθ˙, (4.6)
where hˆext is an estimate of the external wrench acting on the object and KF is a
diagonal and positive definite matrix gain.
Notice that control law (4.6) coincides with (4.1) in the case KF = 0. The quan-
tity hˆext can be computed from the contact force measurements Fc, by compensating
the weight of the object, in the form:
hˆext = GpFc − hˆgo = hext +∆hgo, (4.7)
where Gp is the grasp matrix referred to the origin of the palm frame Σp. This
equation holds at equilibrium, when the inertial contribution of the object is null.
The new equilibrium for control law (4.6) now is:
g + JT(θ)hext = gˆ + J
T(θ)
(
KP(xd − x)−KFhˆext
)
, (4.8)
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Using (4.7), the following equilibrium equation can be obtained with control
law (4.6)
∆hgo + hext = KPF(x
′
d − x), (4.9)
where KPF = (I +KF)
−1KP. Notice that, in the case KF = 0, control law (4.6)
collapses into (4.1) and equilibrium equations (4.9) and (4.3) coincide.
The equilibrium pose xeq can be computed by replacing the simple elastic law
hext = K(x− xe), (4.10)
into (4.9), being K the equivalent stiffness and xe the undeformed pose of the
environment. This leads to
xeq = (K+KPF)
−1(KPFx′d +Kxe)− (K+KPF)−1∆hgo,
while the external force at equilibrium x = xeq has the expression
hext=K(K+KPF)
−1KPF(x′d−xe)−K(K+KPF)−1∆hgo.
This last equation reveals that, when the arm interacts with a stiff environment
(high values of K), it is possible to reduce the interaction force by choosing low
values of KPF compared to K. In fact, this produces
hext ' KPF(x′d − xe)−∆hgo.
On the other hand, when the arm moves free space (hext = 0), the equilibrium
pose is
xeq = xd +K
−1
PF∆hgo −K−1P J−T(gah − gˆah), (4.11)
revealing that, if the control law (4.1) is used (i.e.,KPF = KP), a compliant behavior
of the arm (low KP) can be achieved at the expense of a low position accuracy in
free space.
On the other hand, with the control law (4.6), the compliance can be set choosing
low values of KPF, while the position error due to the uncompensated arm/hand
gravity can be recovered by setting high values of KP.
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Notice that the last contribution of (4.11) may include also other non modelled
joint torques, as static friction, that can be considerably higher than the uncom-
pensated gravity torques.
4.2.2 Hand Control
The hand control has the purpose of achieve the contact forces, Fc, balancing the
generalized external force acting on the object, that include object inertia and
weight, and interaction forces with the environment. This is more clear observ-
ing the dynamics equation of the object:
M0(x0)x¨0 +C0(x0, x˙0)x˙0 + h0 = GFc − hext (4.12)
where x0 ∈ R6 represents the pose of the object expressed in the base frame.
In this equation all the other terms are expressed in the base frame as well,
due to the influence of the motion of the overall hand/arm system on the object
dynamics.
M0(x0) is the symmetric and positive definite inertia matrix, the matrixC0(x0, x˙0)
contain the centrifugal and Coriolis components, and g0 is the vector of generalized
gravity forces acting on the object. The matrix G is the grasp matrix, which is
a linear map between the contact forces, expressed in the contact frame, and the
resultant force on the object, expressed in the base frame [3]. The expressions of
every matrix terms, described before, are well known in the literature, [43].
The vector GFc describes the effect of the fingertip forces on the object, applied
at the contact points. The external generalized forces acting on the object are
described by hext and, here, are expressed in the base frame.
Force measurements at the fingertips are essential to compute and impose the
required contact forces. To avoid the slippage of the fingers on the object surface,
each contact force has to be confined within the friction cone at the contact point.
Corresponding to the generic finger i, we indicate with FNi and FTi the normal
and tangential component of the contact force Fci .
The friction cone condition is given by the following scalar relation:
FTi ≤ µFNi , (4.13)
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where µ is the friction coefficient depending on the materials in contact, that are
supposed to be known.
The grasping force optimization problem consists in finding the set of contact
forces balancing the generalized external force acting on the object, which are fea-
sible with respect to the kinematic structure of the hand and to the corresponding
joint torque limits, and minimize the overall stress applied the object, i.e, the inter-
nal forces, which are the forces applied at the contact points that not influence the
object motion.
In this work we propose a simple example, with a prismatic object grasped with
the four fingers on one side and the thumb in the other opposite side. By choosing
the contact point positions on the object in a proper manner, in case of simple
grasping task, the internal forces corresponds to the normal component.
In generic situation, which deal with irregular object or complex tasks, to find
an optimal solution in real time of the grasping force optimization problem a well
known algorithm, GFO [39], can be used.
Here to obtain in real time the desired contact forces, we solve locally the friction
cone condition for each finger.
Among the infinite solution, we choose the ones that solve the following equation
between the norms:
FNi = s/µFTi , (4.14)
where FTi is meausured and s is a security coefficient to be chosen as a trade off
between minimizing the contact forces and avoiding slippage in the case of vibration
and accidental contact.
The solution of the previous equation is the desired normal force at the contact.
4.2.3 Finger Modelling and Control
To achieve the desired normal force, since each finger is covered by soft-viscoelastic
layer, we consider the dynamic model of the contact based on the Hunt-Crossley
model [23].
The Hunt-Crossley model incorporates a spring in parallel with a nonlinear
damper to model the viscoelastic dynamics.
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The elastic properties of the material has to be properly taken into account to
model the interaction with the object.
An exponential relationship between the normal load and the flattening of the
material has been chosen [?], i.e. in the normal direction to the object at the contact
point:
FN = η/ν(e
νδN − 1), (4.15)
where FN is the normal force component, δN is the flattening of the soft pad in the
normal direction, η and ν are constants determined from experimental tests.
Consequently, the normal stiffness is
KN = dN/dδN = η(e
νδN − 1) = νN + η (4.16)
If we want a desired force in the normal direction or a desired normal stiffness at the
contact, we need to realize the desired flattening of the soft-pad, solving eq.( 4.15)
and( 4.16), respectively.
Then, from the desired flattening of the soft pad is possible to compute the
desired position of the rigid part of the finger tip (set point of the finger controller).
In order to compute the desired flattening of the soft-pad, we need to choose
suitable reference frames at the contact, both for the finger and for the object.
Corresponding to each contact point i, the rigid fingertip and the object can be
considered as two coupled rigid bodies with two attached reference frame, Σri or
Σci respectively.
The object reference frame Σci, has the origin in the contact point ci and the
axis zci is normal to the object surface, pointing inside the object.
There is a unique plane O orthogonal to zci and passing trough ci, spanned by
the axis xci and yci of the contact frame.
In this work rolling effect are neglected.
The finger frame, Σri is supposed to be attached to a virtual point of the finger-
tip, such that at the equilibrium, in absence of the interaction forces, coincide with
Σci.
Ideally, the model of the contact is a point contact model such that only forces
can be exchanged between the finger and the object.
The finger has one abduction joint and two flection joints, with 3-DOF in the
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Figure 4.3: Finger in contact with a rigid object. The soft-pad is modeled as a
spring and a damper.
workspace, so all the three Cartesian force component can be transferred to the
object.
Therefore, the elastic behavior of the soft-pad can be represented as a 3-DOF
mechanical spring. The torque about axis zci can be transferred as well, but this
case is not considered here.
Hereafter, for simplicity subscript i is omitted in the discussion.
Let:
dpc,r = pr − pc (4.17)
denote the elementary displacement from the equilibrium of frame Σr with re-
spect to frame Σc.
This elementary displacement (soft-pad flattening) is assumed to be equivalently
referred to frame Σr or Σc, because, at the equilibrium, the two frames coincide;
therefore, the reference frame was not explicitly denoted. To the displacement
dpc,r, coinciding with the deformation of the nonlinear spring of the soft-pad, it
corresponds at the equilibrium, the elastic force:
Fc = Ksdpc,r, (4.18)
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applied by the finger to the object and referred equivalently to one of the two
reference frames.
For the action-reaction law, the force applied by the object to the finger has the
expression:
− Fc = Ksdpr,c. (4.19)
The (3x3) matrix Ks is the symmetric translational stiffness, that for small
displacement can be consider diagonal, whose diagonal elements are the principal
translational stiffness, namely, the normal stiffness KN , and the tangential stiffness
KT .
The tangential component of the contact force is proportional to the tangential
flattening of the soft pad trough the nonlinear tangential stiffness, KT (δN), that
depends on the normal displacement of the soft-pad.
Once the desired normal component of the contact force is known from the
friction cone condition, and the desired flattering is computed from( 4.15), the
desired position of the rigid finger is available for the finger control, and can be easily
expressed in the palm frame, knowing the thickness of the soft-pad, t, expressed in
the contact frame
prd = pc +Rc(dpc,r − tc), (4.20)
where Rc is the rotation matrix of frame Σc, with respect to the palm frame, Σp,
and pc is the position of the contact frame in the palm frame.
The cartesian stiffness control, applied to the finger, can be seen as a virtual
spring attached to the rigid finger tip.
In this way we have the series of two springs at the contact, the one of the
controller and the one of the soft pad. In the range of contact forces that the finger
can exert to the object, the stiffness of the soft pad is smaller than the stiffness of
the controller.
In this case, the desired position of the rigid fingertip can be achieved with a
very small error.
The proposed control law for the hand is obtained stacking the classical propor-
tional action control for each finger. A suitable frame to design the control law can
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be the palm frame, Σp, as done for the arm.
τ h = KPhJ
T
h (prd − pe), (4.21)
Jh is the Jacobian hand matrix and KPh is a positive diagonal block matrix,
prd = [p
1
rd
, . . . ,pnrd ],pe = [p
1
e , . . . ,p
n
e ] are the vectors of the desired fingers Carte-
sian positions and the effective positions respectively, in the palm frame, n is the
number of the fingers.
The initial value of the contact forces at the tips for the situation represented in
Fig. 4.1 can be computed as follows. Assuming that the object is motionless and in
free space, the weight of the object must be balanced by the tangential components
of the contact forces, while the normal components to the surface of the object are
the internal forces.
If hˆ0 is the estimated gravity vector of the object in the palm frame, the esti-
mated balancing contact force at the fingers are given by the vector
Fc = G
†
phˆ0 + FN, (4.22)
such as
FT = G
†
phˆ0. (4.23)
For each finger, by applying the friction cone condition, we compute the norm of the
desired initial value of the normal component, FN , given the tangential component
FT ; then, the desired normal flattening of the soft-pad can be expressed as
(dpc,r)nˆ = δN =
1
ν
ln(1+
ν
η
FN), (4.24)
where nˆ is the unit vector of the normal direction to the object surface in the point
of contact.
From this equation, the initial value of the controller set point prd , can be
computed by substituting( 4.24) in( 4.20).
During the interaction, the set point is update considering the normal and tan-
gential component of the contact forces measured, and augmenting the normal com-
ponent of a certain rate, chosen empirically, until condition( 4.14) is fulfilled.
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Figure 4.4: Rendering of the hand-arm-object system when the interaction with the
elastic environment occur.
4.3 Simulations
A simple case study is considered, where a 5-fingers hand grasps a prismatic object.
Four fingers are applied to one side of the object and the thumb to the opposite side.
The contact points on the object lie in the same plane passing trough the center of
mass of the object and parallel to the base side, so that, in the absence of motion, the
resultant force and resultant moment on the object due to the normal component
exerted by the fingers are null. The fingers are already in contact with the object.
This condition is not restrictive, since the arm and hand controller are designed to
be effective even during pre-grasping phase. It is assumed that, during the motion,
the object comes in contact with a human, modeled as an elastic environment, see
Fig 4.4.
During the execution of the desired trajectory, when the object move in the free
space, the controller of the arm guarantees tracking of the desired motion of the
object in the work space; in the mean time, the hand controller imposes the contact
force necessary to balance the weight of the object with a certain safety factor.
When the object interact with the human, an external force is applied to the
object. The hand controller increases the contact forces so that the object is not
lost. The compliance behavior of the arm ensures a limited interaction force between
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Figure 4.5: Time histories of the contact forces for the five fingers in the case of
control law (4.1). The plot on the top corresponds to the thumb.
the object and the environment.
4.3.1 Simulation Software Description
A detailed simulation model of the DEXMART UB Hand III has been developed,
based on SimMechanics toolbox of MATLAB.
The hand is constituted by five identical fingers. Each finger is characterized by
4 joints and a coupling between the movements of the last two joints, similarity to
the human hand. Hence, only 16 DOF’s of the hand are linear independent.
An anthropomorphic arm with seven DOF’s has been considered. The dynam-
ics and the kinematics of the 5 fingers and the arm are modeled and simulated
in SimMechanics software, using a suite of tools to specify bodies and their mass
properties, their possible motions, kinematic constraints, and coordinate systems.
Connecting SimMechanics blocks to normal Simulink blocks through sensor and ac-
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tuator blocks is possible to control in real time a complex mechanical model and to
connect independent mechanical components, like hand/arm system and object, so
that they share same mechanical environment. Measures of body motions are avail-
able. The coordinate transformations between the base frames of the five fingers
and the palm frame is constant.
A block computing contact forces exchanged between the fingers and the object,
depending on the behavior of the soft-pads and on the relative motion between
the object and the fingertips, and a block of the object simulation model has been
included.
4.3.2 Results
In the first simulation the control law (4.1) is used for the arm, with a high value
of KP, to achieve good position accuracy.
When the interaction of the object with the environment occur, an adjoint ex-
ternal force act on the object causing a deviation of the palm from the desired
trajectory. The arm control system reacts to reduce such deviation leading to a
build-up of the contact force. On the other hand, the controller of the hand tries
to regulate the forces at the contacts to fulfill the friction cone conditions. The
hand control works until the saturation of the soft-pads is reached, i.e. the contact
becomes rigid. When the external force on the object become too hight with respect
to the joint torque limits of the fingers, the hand looses the object.
In Figure 4.5, the time histories of the contact forces at the fingertips are re-
ported. The plot on the top corresponds to the thumb. When the object hits the
virtual wall, the contact force starts to increase until saturation is reached and ob-
jet is lost. On the top of Figure 4.6 is reported the time histories of the normal
and tangential flattering of the soft-pad, on the bottom is represented the friction
cone condition that is equal for each finger and is fulfilled when the output signal is
equal to one. When the object hits the virtual wall the hand provide to increase the
normal flattening of the pad to achieve a higher normal contact force component.
At the same time the tangential flattening decrease due to the soft pad material
properties. Nevertheless, this is not enough to ensure the grasp stability, due to
the stiff behavior of the arm. Using the active compliance control law (4.6), the
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Figure 4.6: The figure represents on the top the graphics of the normal and tan-
gential flattening of the soft-pad for the 5-fingers in the case of stiff behavior of the
arm, on the bottom the friction cone condition equal for each finger.
interaction forces with the environment and the contact forces at the fingertip are
kept limited. Hence, the hand is able to produce the grasping forces required to
fulfill the friction cone condition, also during the interaction with the environment,
as we can observe in Fig. 4.7. In Fig. 4.8 histories of the normal and tangential
flattening of the soft-pad in the case of compliant behavior of the arm is reported.
In Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, the time histories of the error between the desired and actual
position trajectory of the palm are reported. When the active compliance control
law is applied to the arm, as expected, a relevant position error of the object in the
direction of the interaction force with the environment can be observed.
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Figure 4.7: Time histories of the contact forces for the five fingers in the case of
control law (4.6). The plot on the top corresponds to the thumb.
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Figure 4.8: The figure represents on the top the graphics of the normal and tangen-
tial flattening of the soft-pad for the 5-fingers in the case of compliance behavior of
the arm, on the bottom the friction cone condition equal for each finger.
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Figure 4.9: The figure represents the Cartesian component error and the norm error
related to the palm trajectory, in the case of stiff behavior of the arm.
Figure 4.10: The figure represents the Cartesian component error and the norm
error related to the palm trajectory, in the case of compliance behavior of the arm.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and future researches
5.1 Conclusions and results
The two most distinguished features of humans among animals are hand and mind.
Since the next generation of robots will interact with people directly, the interest on
the implementation of artificial systems to replicate the manipulating ability of the
human hand is growing among researchers. The hand are the interface between the
robot and the environment, therefore dexterous manipulation skills are necessary
for introduce robot in every day life.
The three most important functions of the human hand are to explore, to restrain
(grasping), and to precisely move objects (dexterous manipulation). The work in
robot hands has mostly tried to understand and to emulate the other two functions.
The contributions presented in this thesis are aimed at modeling and controlling
multi-fingered robotic hands with soft covers for manipulation tasks, essentially for
grasping tasks.
5.1.1 Modelling in port-Hamiltonian framework
In this work, a port-Hamiltonian analysis and model of a multi-fingered robotic
hand with soft-pads while grasping and manipulating an object, is presented.
The main advantage of this formalism is that it allows to describe the behavior
of the system in terms of energy storage and energy flow, using the concept of
power ports. This formalism represents an efficient and useful way to describe the
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interaction between the object and the fingers, as well as the interaction of the whole
system with the environment.
Using screw theory and Lie group theory, the viscoelastic description of the
contact can be expressed as a power continuous interconnection, represented by a
Dirac structure. Therefore, we are able to describe non-contact to contact transition,
and contact viscoelasticity without changing the dynamical equations of the model.
5.1.2 Impedance arm-hand control
In this work, a control law for a hand-arm system with soft fingers is proposed.
During the task execution, interaction of the grasped object with the environment
can occur, due to unexpected obstacles or to a pre-planned interaction with a human
being.
For control purposes, the hand and the arm are considered as two separate
subsystems. The action of the external forces on the object can lead to hight contact
forces. To deal with this problem, the control law used for the arm is a compliance
object-level control strategy, which aims at controlling the motion of the object and
reducing the interaction forces with the environment.
These forces are reconstructed on the basis of the force sensor measurements at
the fingertips. The regulation of the contact forces, to guarantee the stability of the
grasp and its feasibility, is relegated to the hand control.
Keeping a separate control law for the arm and the hand leads to a better regula-
tion of the internal grasping forces, which is in the charge of the finger control, while
the interaction of the object with the environment or a human being is managed
only by the arm control.
A detailed simulation model of the robotic arm-hand-object has been developed
with the aim of testing suitable control strategies.
5.2 Ideas for future researches
About modelling and control of a multifingered robotic hand with soft covers in
port-Hamiltonian framework, future work will focus on the passive control of the
internal and external forces, also in case of sharing tasks with a human being [60].
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Moreover, different models of the soft-pad will be used, like soft-pads with nonlinear
stiffness [6].
In the case of the whole hand/arm control using soft covers for the hand, future
work will focus on the control of a two hand/arm system in bimanual manipulation
and cooperative tasks with human beings. A crucial point will be the distribution of
the impedance in the whole hand/arm system and between the two arms. Moreover
an investigation of human-like behaviors to set the impedance parameters will be
evaluated.
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